VIA E-MAIL: kelsey.holbrook@ecy.wa.gov
August 24, 2018
Ms. Kelsey Holbrook
Waste 2 Resources, Industrial Section
Department of Ecology
PO Box 47600
Olympia, WA 98504
RE:

Weyerhaeuser NR Company Longview Export Yard Debarker Upgrade.

Dear Ms. Holbrook:
Weyerhaeuser operates an export yard in Longview, WA. Weyerhaeuser intends to replace it’s existing debarker
at the Longview facility with one that operates at a higher capacity, as well as replace its single-bay bark bin with
a double-bay bark bin that is being repurposed from another facility. Though no changes are intended for the
quantity of wood processed in a given year, the capacity of the replacement debarker ring is double that of the
one currently installed, which will allow for the processing to occur at a faster rate. Per WAC 173-400-110
(2)(a), a notice of construction application must be filed and an order of approval must be issued by the
permitting authority prior to the establishment of any new source or modification. A copy of this application is
also being submitted to Southwest Clean Air Agency as a courtesy since the facility is currently in the process of
transitioning jursdictions. All information presented in the letter is applicable regardless of the permitting
authority.

DEBARKER UPGRADE PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Currently, the export operation uses two debarker units in the mill. One is used for large logs (36” to 50” in
diameter), and the other is used for logs smaller than 36”. The smaller of the two debarkers will not be affected,
and the large log debarker is being replaced. The large log debarker is being replaced, because it is at the end of
its useful life. The replacement debarker ring is a refurbished unit that comes from another facility. The
proposed timeline for the project would begin in Fall 2018.
The current operating capacity of the large log debarker ring is 75 lineal feet per minute. The refurbished
replacement unit being proposed has the capability to operate at twice the speed of the current unit (150 lineal
feet per minute). When considering the emissions resulting from this upgrade, it is important to note that the
total annual throughput is not expected to increase, and is not the purpose of the project. While the debarker
will have the operating capacity to double the throughput of wood, this project is intended to process the same
throughput in less time. For the purposes of emissions calculations, however, a maximum potential throughput
is determined using engineering estimates and the resulting emissions are considered. More details of the
emissions calculations can be found in the Emission Calculation section below.
In addition to the debarker ring replacement,Weyerhaeuser is also proposing to replace the single bay bark bin
on site with a double bay bark bin that is being repurposed from another facility. The bark bin is an enclosed bin
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which is fed by an open conveyor. From the debarker unit the bark chips travel on 3 conveyor segments and are
transferred into the bin directly. This replacement is being proposed to take place in the 2nd Quarter 2019. The
combined emissions of these two proposed improvements to the facility are considered in the section below.

EMISSION CALCULATIONS
Barker Throughput
Conversion from lineal feet per minute to mass throughput was conducted using the following assumptions:
Average crossectional area of logs is 8.73 ft2 (40” average diameter, based on engineering estimates).
The average density of the wood is assumed to be that of Douglas Fir trees located on the coast, 38 lb/ft3.1
An engineering estimate based on all logs throughput through the facility (not just the large debarker ring) plus
a 20% safety factor was the basis for the potential throughput. The 2017 actual throughput of the large debarker
ring was also used to evaluate emissions as a comparison of actuals to projected potentials. Assuming
continuous operation of the debarker ring is not feasible nor realistic for the size of the facility.

Emission Factors
The following emission factors were used in the development of calculations for both the debarker emissions
and the material handling of bark via conveyor belts to the double-bay bin.

Debarker Emissions
Emissions of particulate matter (PM) for the debarking process were taken from the EPA factor listing document
EPA-454-R-95-012, created in 1995. SCC 30700801, log debarking, is used for determining PM and PM10
emissions, with PM2.5 emissions assumed to be 15% of PM10 emissions given the PM2.5 to PM10 fraction based on
the particle size multiplier for material handling sources.
The debarker ring will continue to use water sprays to reduce fugitive dust from the process. For controlled
emission calculations, a conservative 25% control efficiency was applied for the water spray. In actuality the
control could be much higher based on information in the Western Regional Air Partnership for Fugitive Dust
Sources, which lists wet supression of material handling or abrasive blasting can control particulate emissions
between 50-90%.

General Material Handling
For the determination of emissions from the conveyor transfers, the equation and particle size multipliers
contained in AP-42 13.2.4, “Aggregate Handling and Storage Piles,” are used to determine the emissions
resulting from each transfer. For the purposes of the equation, a mean wind speed of 6 mph is conservatively

1

Density value from https://www.engineeringtoolbox.com/weigt-wood-d_821.html
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assumed. A material moisture content of 13% is conservatively assumed based on an EPA memorandum
published in 2014.2

Calculations and Threshold Determinations
As a result of these proposed changes, the short term emissions rates will double, as one would expect with the
doubling of the rate of throughput. Regardless of these changes, the annual emissions rate will not change,
remaining only slightly above the threshold for NOC exemption per WAC 173-400-110(5). Table 1 below
summarizes the post-project emissions and compares to the NOC permitting de minimis levels. Detailed
emissions calculations are provided in Tables 1 and 2 in Appendix A.
Table 1. Summary of Annual Emissions
Post-Project Maximum Annual Emissions (tpy)
Pollutant
PM

Uncontrolled
2.70

Controlled
2.06

NOC
Exemption
Thresholds1
1.25

PM10

1.48

1.12

0.75

Yes

PM2.5

0.22

0.17

0.25

No

1

Above
Threshold?
Yes

NOC exemption thresholds taken from WAC 173-400-110 (5)

REGULATORY REVIEW
This section discusses the federal, state and local regulator applicability for this project.

NOC Applicability
WAC 173-400-110 discusses the NOC and Order of Approval requirements necessary for the construction of a
new source. WAC 173-400-110 applies to “new sources” which are considered the following:
(A) A modification to an existing stationary source, as "modification" is defined in WAC 173-400-030:
(B) The construction, modification, or relocation of a portable source as defined in WAC 173-400-030,
except those relocating in compliance with WAC 173-400-036;
(C) The establishment of a new or modified toxic air pollutant source, as defined in WAC 173-460-020; and
(D) A major modification to an existing major stationary source, as defined in WAC 173-400-710 and
173-400-810.
As seen in Table 1 of the prior section, PM emissions are above the de minimis thresholds established in WAC
173-400-110 for both total suspended particles and PM10. Since the project results in a short-term emissions
increase of PM/PM10/PM2.5, the project includes a modification of a source. Therefore, NOC permitting is
triggered under WAC 173-400-110.

2

Meyer, D. “Particulate Matter to Emit Emission Factors for Activities at Sawmills, Excluding Boilers, Located in Pacific
Northwest Indian Country,” EPA, 2014. from https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/201609/documents/spmpteef_memo.pdf.
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To satisfy applicable NOC application requirements, the form required by Ecology (i.e., the NOC form) can be
found in Appendix B.

Best Available Control Technology (BACT) Review
Under WAC 173-400-113(2), each new and/or modified source must employ BACT for all pollutants not
previously emitted, or for any pollutants for which emissions will increase as a result of the new source or
modification.
Water sprays at the debarker ring and a fugitive dust control plan will satisfy BACT for the units. The use of
water sprays or chemical wetting agents can result in a reduction of emissions by as much as 90%.
Weyerhaueser will continue to use water sprays to reduce any fugitive dust at the debarker ring. For this
project, Weyerhaeuser will continue to use its fugitive dust control plan that is currently implemented at the
facility to minimize fugitive dust emissions at the debarker ring, the conveyors, and the bark bins, that will result
from the project.

Federal Regulations
The debarking process is not subject to any New Source Performance Standards (NSPS) or National Emission
Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP) standards. This will not change with the replacement of the
debarker ring and bark bin.

Washington State Regulations
Washington regulations contain general emissions standards that are applicable to all emission sources at the
facility. As such, the debarker ring and bark bin will continue to comply with the following general standards
under WAC 173-400-040:
No air contaminant shall exceed the opacity limit of 20% for more than 3 minutes in any one hour, unless
otherwise exempt;
Weyerhaeuser shall take reasonable measures to reduce general nuisance and emissions of odor-bearing
gases into the atmosphere;
The facility shall prevent airborne particulate matter from being air-borne and shall not conceal emissions
that would otherwise violate emission standards;
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CONCLUSIONS
Weyerhaeuser proposes to replace it’s current large debarker ringwith a refurbished unit that is being
transferred from another facility. This modification will result in an increase in short term emissions, but will
not change the yearly emissions resulting from this process. No new federal or state regulations will be triggered
with this project. The purpose of this project is not to increase the yearly throughput, but rather to replace the
older unit with a newer. The requisite application materials are attached.
This project does not constitute a complex project because the PM emissions are below the thresholds provided
in WAC 173‐455‐120(2)(b)(ii). Therefore, the basic project application fee payment of $1,500 is included in this
application.
If you have any questions or comments about the information presented in this letter, please do not hesitate to
call me at (253) 867‐5600 ext. 1005.
Sincerely,
Trinity Consultants

Ashley Jones
Senior Consultant
Attachments
cc:

Ms. Nancy Wood‐Siglin, Weyerhaeuser (Longview, WA)
Mr. Jack Carter, Weyerhaeuser (Longview, WA)

APPENDIX A
Emissions Calculations

Table 1a. Summary of Increase in Projected Maximum Emissions 1 (Uncontrolled)
Post-Project Maximum Actual Emissions
(lb/hour)

Current Maximum Actual Emissions (lb/hour)
Emission Source
Barker Ring
Misc. Material Handling 2
Total

PM
14.92
0.81
15.74

PM10
8.21
0.39
8.59

PM2.5
1.23
0.06
1.29

PM
29.85
1.63
31.47

PM10
16.41
0.77
17.19

PM2.5
2.46
0.12
2.58

Increase in Actual Emissions (lb/hour)
PM
14.92
0.81
15.74

PM10
8.21
0.39
8.59

PM2.5
1.23
0.06
1.29

1

Maximum actual emissions are based on the ft/min processing rate of the debarker ring (75 ft/min for current ring, and 150 ft/min future ring)

2

Misc. Material Handling source group includes the 4 conveyor transfers : (1) from debarker to conveyor 1; (2) from conveyor 1 to conveyor 2; (3) from conveyor 2 to conveyor 3; and (4) from conveyor 3 to the chip
bin. And a transfer from the chip bin to the haul truck.

Table 1b. Summary of Increase in Projected Maximum Emissions 1 (Controlled)
Current Maximum Actual Emissions (lb/hour)
Emission Source
Barker Ring
Misc. Material Handling 2
Total

PM
11.19
0.81
12.01

PM10
6.16
0.39
6.54

PM2.5
0.92
0.06
0.98

Post-Project Maximum Actual Emissions
(lb/hour)
PM10
PM2.5
PM
22.38
12.31
1.85
1.63
0.77
0.12
24.01
13.08
1.96

Increase in Actual Emissions (lb/hour)
PM
11.19
0.81
12.01

PM10
6.16
0.39
6.54

PM2.5
0.92
0.06
0.98

1

Maximum actual emissions are based on the ft/min processing rate of the debarker ring (75 ft/min for current ring, and 150 ft/min future ring). Control efficiency added for water sprays at the debarker ring.

2

Misc. Material Handling source group includes the 4 conveyor transfers : (1) from debarker to conveyor 1; (2) from conveyor 1 to conveyor 2; (3) from conveyor 2 to conveyor 3; and (4) from conveyor 3 to the chip
bin. And a transfer from the chip bin to the haul truck.

Table 2. Summary of Annual Emissions
Post-Project Maximum Annual
Emissions (tpy)
Pollutant
PM
PM10
PM2.5
1

Uncontrolled
2.70
1.48
0.22

Controlled
2.06
1.12
0.17

NOC exemption thresholds taken from WAC 173-400-110 (5)

NOC
Exemption
Thresholds1
1.25
0.75
0.25

Above
Threshold?
Yes
Yes
No

Table 3a. 2017 Process
Processing Rate
Average Crossectional Area
Volumetric Rate
Mass Throughput1,2
(lbs/min)
(lbs/hour)
(tons/hour)
1

24870.94
1492256.51
746.13
3
38 lb/ft

Conversion from volumetric to mass rates based on assumption of an average density of

Table 3b. New Barker Process
Processing Rate
Average Crossectional Area
Volumetric Rate
Mass Throughput1,2
(lbs/min)
(lbs/hour)
(tons/hour)
1

75 ft/min
8.73 ft2
3
654.50 ft /min

150 ft/min
8.73 ft2
3
1309.00 ft /min
49741.88
2984513.02
1492.26
3
38 lb/ft

Conversion from volumetric to mass rates based on assumption of an average density of

Table 4. Annual Throughput
Year
2017 Actuals
Potential
1

Engineering estimates.

(mbf)
7,704
162,000

Maximum Throughput1
(ft3/year)
(lb/year)
641,974
24,395,024
13,499,460
512,979,480

(tpy)
12,197.51
256,490

Table 5. Debarker Emissions
Variable
1
Emission Factor (lbs/ton logs)
Hourly Emissions (lb/hour)
Uncontrolled
Pre-Project Emissions
Post-Project Emissions
Increase in Emissions
Controlled3 (lb/hour)
Pre-Project Emissions
Post-Project Emissions
Difference in Emissions
Annual Emissions4 (tons/year)
Uncontrolled
Controlled3
1

PM

Pollutant
PM10

PM2.5

2

0.02

0.011

0.00165

14.92
29.85
14.92

8.21
16.41
8.21

1.23
2.46
1.23

11.19
22.38
11.19

6.16
12.31
6.16

0.92
1.85
0.92

2.56
1.92

1.41
1.06

0.21
0.16

Emission Factors: EPA Factor Listing Document - EPA-454-R-95-012 (1995) - SCC 30700801

2

PM2.5 emissions are assumed to be related to PM10 emissions by a pile drop factor of 15%

3

Assuming a conservative control efficiency of

25%

for water sprays at the debarker ring, based on an engineering estimate. In actuality the control could be much
higher based on information in the Western Regional Air Partnership for Fugitive Dust Sources, which lists wet
supression of material handling or abrasive blasting can control particulate emissions between 50%-90%.
4

Annual emissions will not be impacted by the modification.

Table 6. Maximum Actual Material Handling Emissions
1
Number of Transfers
5
Actual Throughput
12,198
(tons/year)
Potential Throughput
256,490
(tons/year)
Maximum Actual Emissions
Pollutant
(lb/ton logs)
(tons/year)
(lb/hour)
PM
2.184E-04
0.01
0.81
PM10
1.033E-04
0.00
0.39
PM2.5
1.564E-05
0.00
0.06
1

746.13
1492.26

(tons/hour)
(tons/hour)
Potential to Emit
(lb/ton logs)
(tons/year)
2.184E-04
0.14
1.033E-04
0.07
1.564E-05
0.01

(lb/hour)
1.63
0.77
0.12

A total of 4 conveyor transfers: (1) from debarker to conveyor 1; (2) from conveyor 1 to conveyor 2; (3) from conveyor 2 to conveyor 3; and
(4) from conveyor 3 to the chip bin. And a transfer from the chip bin to the haul truck.

Table 7. Process Reference Values
Value
Units
8.73
75
150
38
1

ft2
ft/min
ft/min
lb/ft3

Description
40" avg. diameter logs (36"-50" range)
Existing capacity of debarker ring
Future capacity of debarker ring
Douglas Fir (Coast) density1

Density value from https://www.engineeringtoolbox.com/weigt-wood-d_821.html

Table 8. Emission Factors for the Barker
Pollutant
Value
1

PM
PM10
PM2.52

0.020
0.011
0.00165

Units
lbs/tons logs processed
lbs/tons logs processed
lbs/tons logs processed

1

Emission Factors: EPA Factor Listing Document - EPA-454-R-95-012 (1995) - SCC 30700801

2

PM2.5 emissions are assumed to be related to PM 10 emissions by a pile drop factor of

Table 9. Emission Factors for General Material Handling
Factor
Value
Mean Wind Speed1
Material Moisture Content2
Particle Size Multiplier3
PM
PM10
PM2.5
Pollutant
PM
PM10
PM2.5
1
2

3

Value3
2.184E-04
1.033E-04
1.564E-05

6
13.00
0.74
0.35
0.053
Units
lbs/tons logs processed
lbs/tons logs processed
lbs/tons logs processed

Mean wind speed conservatively assumed after cross-checking multiple sources.
Material moisture content conservatively assumed from EOA memorandum on "Particulate Matter
Potential to Emit Emission Factors for Activities at Sawmills, Excluding Boilers, Located in Pacific
Northwest Indian Country."
Particle size multipliers and emission factor equation obtained from AP-42 13.2.4, "Aggregate
Handling and Storage Piles." The following equation is used:
𝑈
( )1.3
𝐸 = 𝑘 0.0032 5
𝑀
( )1.4
2

15%

APPENDIX B
NOC Application Forms

Notice of Construction Application
A notice of construction permit is required before installing a new source of air pollution or
modifying an existing source of air pollution. This application applies to facilities in
Ecology’s jurisdiction. Submit this application for review of your project. For general
information about completing the application, refer to Ecology Forms ECY 070-410a-g,
“Instructions for Ecology’s Notice of Construction Application.”
Ecology offers up to 2 hours of free pre-application help. We encourage you to schedule a
pre-application meeting with the contact person specified for the location of your proposal
(see below). For more help than the initial 2 free hours, submit Part 1 of the application and
the application fee. You may schedule a meeting with us at any point in the process.
Completing the application, enclose it with a check for the initial fee and mail to:
WA Department of Ecology
Cashiering Unit
P.O. Box 47611
Olympia, WA 98504-7611

For Fiscal Office Use Only:
001-NSR-216-0299-000404

Check the box for the location of your proposal. For help, call the contact listed below.
Ecology Permitting Office
CRO

ERO

NWRO

X

IND

NWP

Chelan, Douglas, Kittitas, Klickitat, or Okanogan County
Ecology Central Regional Office – Air Quality Program

Contact
Lynnette Haller
(509) 457-7126
lynnette.haller@ecy.wa.gov

Adams, Asotin, Columbia, Ferry, Franklin,
Garfield, Grant, Lincoln, Pend Oreille, Stevens,
Walla Walla, or Whitman County
Ecology Eastern Regional Office – Air Quality Program

Jolaine Johnson
(509) 329-3452
jolaine.johnson@ecy.wa.gov

San Juan County
Ecology Northwest Regional Office – Air Quality Program

Dave Adler
(425) 649-7267
david.adler@ecy.wa.gov

Kraft and Sulfite Paper Mills and Aluminum Smelters
Ecology Industrial Section – Waste 2 Resources Program
Kelsey Holbrook
Permit manager: ____________________________________

James DeMay
(360) 407-6868
james.demay@ecy.wa.gov

U.S. Department of Energy Hanford Reservation
Ecology Nuclear Waste Program

Phil Gent
(509) 372-7983
phil.gent@ecy.wa.gov

To request ADA accommodation, call (360) 407-6800, 711 (relay service), or 877-833-6341 (TTY).
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Notice of Construction Application
Check the box for the fee that applies to your application.
New project or equipment
X

$1,500: Basic project initial fee covers up to 16 hours of review
$10,000: Complex project initial fee covers up to 106 hours of review

Change to an existing permit or equipment
$200: Administrative or simple change initial fee covers up to 3 hours of review
Ecology may determine your change is complex during completeness review of your application. If
your project is complex, you must pay the additional $675 before we will continue working on your
application.
$875: Complex change initial fee covers up to 10 hours of review
$350 flat fee: Replace or alter control technology equipment (WAC 173-400-114)
Ecology will contact you if we determine your change belongs in another fee category. You must
pay the fee associated with that category before we will continue working on your application.

Read each statement, then check the box next to it to acknowledge that you agree.
X

The initial fee you submitted may not cover the cost of processing your application. Ecology will
track the number of hours spent on your project. If the number of hours Ecology spends exceeds
the hours included in your initial fee, Ecology will charge you $95 per hour for the extra time.

X

You must include all information in this application. Ecology may not process your application if it
does not include all the information requested.

X

Submittal of this application allows Ecology staff to inspect your facility.
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Notice of Construction Application
Part 2: Technical Information
The Technical Information may be sent with this application to the Ecology Cashiering Unit,
or may be sent directly to the appropriate Ecology office along with a copy of this application.
For all sections, check the box next to each item as you complete it.
III. Project Description
Attach the following to your application:
Description of your proposed project
Projected construction start and completion dates
Operating schedule and production rates
List of all major process equipment with manufacturer and maximum rated capacity
Process flow diagram with all emission points identified
Plan view site map
Manufacturer specification sheets for major process equipment components
Manufacturer specification sheets for pollution control equipment (Not Applicable)
Fuel specifications, including type, consumption (per hour and per year), and percent sulfur
(Not Applicable)
IV. State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) Compliance
Check the appropriate box below.
SEPA review is complete.
Include a copy of the final SEPA checklist and SEPA determination (e.g., DNS, MDNS,
EIS) with your application.
SEPA review has not been conducted.
If SEPA review will be conducted by another agency, list the agency. You must
provide a copy of the final SEPA checklist and SEPA determination before Ecology
will issue your permit.
Agency Reviewing SEPA:
_________________________________________________________________
If SEPA review will be conducted by Ecology, fill out a SEPA checklist and submit it
with your application. You can find a SEPA checklist online at
http://www.ecy.wa.gov/programs/sea/sepa/forms.htm.
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Notice of Construction Application
V. Emissions Estimations of Criteria Pollutants
Does your project generate air pollutant emissions?

Yes

No

If yes, provide the following information about your air pollutant emissions:
Air pollutants emitted, such as carbon monoxide (CO2), lead (Pb), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), ozone
(O3), and volatile organic compounds (VOC), particulate matter (PM2.5, PM10, TSP), sulfur
dioxide (SO2)
Potential emissions of criteria air pollutants in tons per hour, tons per day, and tons per year
(include calculations)
Fugitive air pollutant emissions – pollutant and quantity
VI. Emissions Estimations of Toxic Air Pollutants
Does your project generate toxic air pollutant emissions?

Yes ■ No

If yes, provide the following information about your toxic air pollutant emissions:
Toxic air pollutants emitted (specified in WAC 173-460-150 1)
Potential emissions of toxic air pollutants in pounds per hour, pounds per day, and pounds per
year (include calculations)
Fugitive toxic air pollutant emissions - pollutant and quantity
VII. Emission Standard Compliance
Does your project comply with all applicable standards identified?

Yes

No

Provide a list of all applicable new source performance standards, national emission standards
for hazardous air pollutants, national emission standards for hazardous air pollutants for source
categories, and emission standards adopted under the Washington Clean Air Act, Chapter 70.94
RCW.
VIII. Best Available Control Technology
Provide a complete evaluation of Best Available Control Technology (BACT) for your
proposal.

1

http://apps.leg.wa.gov/WAC/default.aspx?cite=173-460-150
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Notice of Construction Application
IX. Ambient Air Impacts Analyses
Does your project cause or contribute to a violation of any ambient air quality standard or
acceptable source impact level?
Yes ■ No
Provide the following:
Ambient air impacts analyses for criteria air pollutants (including fugitive emissions)
Ambient air impacts analyses for toxic air pollutants (including fugitive emissions)
Discharge point data for each point included in ambient air impacts analyses (include only if
modeling is required)
Exhaust height
Exhaust inside dimensions (diameter or length and width)
Exhaust gas velocity or volumetric flow rate
Exhaust gas exit temperature
Volumetric flow rate
Discharge description (i.e., vertically or horizontally) and if there are any obstructions (e.g.,
raincap)
Emission unit(s) discharging from the point
Distance from the stack to the nearest property line
Emission unit building height, width, and length
Height of tallest building on-site or in the vicinity, and the nearest distance of that building to the
exhaust
Facility location (urban or rural)
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